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The Alchemist's Illusion
An Accidental Alchemist Mystery #4
Gigi Pandian

"Surprising plot twists, several cliffhangers, and vivid magical imagery will keep fans of paranormal cozies
turning the pages."—Publishers Weekly The latest alchemical adventure from Gigi Pandian, USA Today
bestselling author and winner of the Agatha Award Centuries-old alchemist Zoe Faust is tired of running from
her past. She's finally got her life on track in Portland, Oregon, gardening and cooking in her fixer-upper house
with her mischievous best friend, Dorian the gargoyle chef. It seems like the perfect life for Zoe, until she
discovers that her old mentor Nicolas Flamel, who she thought had abandoned her, has been imprisoned. A
local artist holds the secret that could lead Zoe to her mentor, but the artist is murdered and the painting
containing the hidden clue is stolen. To rescue Nicolas, Zoe and Dorian must explore art forgery, a
transformative process that has much in common with alchemy and cooking—but one that proves far more
dangerous. Includes delicious vegan recipes! Praise: "Sparkles most when it stays true to the wonder of its
magical subject."—Foreword Reviews
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Dark Streets, Cold Suburbs
A Willa Pennington, PI Mystery #2
Aimee Hix

Sometimes home is the most dangerous place of all. In a heart-pounding mystery featuring
apprentice PI Willa Pennington, a long-standing cold case turns hot in a hurry. People move to the suburbs for
a better life—nice houses, good schools, safe communities. But there's no place you can go that's completely
safe from danger. Willa Pennington knows this all too well after her first PI case almost got her killed. Helping
her old mentor review a decades-old cold case seems much safer. Then she reaches out to a teenager in
trouble, and suddenly a new case rips into Willa's life in a way she could never have predicted. It seems
menace is always lying in wait behind someone's door. Especially on the dark streets of the cold suburbs.
Praise for What Doesn't Kill You, Book 1 of the Willa Pennington, PI Mystery Series: "Tight plotting, edge-of-
your-seat suspense, and a protagonist in PI Willa Pennington you'll want to read about again and again. I
couldn't put this book down."—Maggie Barbieri, author of Once Upon a Lie "A debut that saddles tough-girl noir
with the heart of a cozy."—Kirkus Reviews "This is a solid beginning to a character and setting that could go
on to very good things."—RT Book Reviews "Aimee Hix is an up-and-coming author everyone should watch."—
Crimespree Magazine "The book has plenty of twists and surprises, but what stands out is the tight writing and
fast narrative of the author's debut novel."—Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine
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Murder Likes It Hot
A Downward Dog Mystery #6
Tracy Weber

Yogini and amateur sleuth Kate Davidson will need more than Warrior Pose to solve a murder and help
homeless teens Newly married yoga instructor Kate Davidson feels stuck in low-energy limbo, despite her high-
energy life. She's trying to conceive a child, keep her studio afloat now that the ultra-cheap Some Like It Hot
Yoga studio has opened across the street, and start a yoga program at a local resource center for homeless
youth. When a center employee is found dead, Kate sets aside her fertility and financial woes to delve into the
world of teenage homelessness. While digging for clues with her German shepherd Bella, Kate discovers that
family can be formed by bonds stronger than shared DNA, and she must defend it at all costs. Praise: "Gripping
... Those who like their cozies with a dark edge will be rewarded."—Publishers Weekly
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A Gentlewoman's Guide to Murder
A Gentlewoman's Guide to Murder #1
Victoria Hamilton

"[An] outstanding series launch. ... Hamilton expertly balances the page-turning detection with the story of a
hypocritical society where women, whether they are scullery maids or orphans, rarely get to make their own
decisions."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) Scandal and slayings among Regency London's elite The
shocking murder of Sir Henry Claybourne leaves Regency London shaken and horror-struck. But for genteel
spinster Miss Emmeline St. Germaine, the crime slices far too close to home. Just hours before the knight's
death she held a dagger to him, threatening him to stay silent as she rescued a scullery maid he had procured
for his pleasure. Did the man—or woman—who murdered the knight know of her visit? Her secret identity at
risk, her reputation and life in jeopardy, Emmeline must solve the crime or face scandalous exposure and
ruination, or worse—the hangman's noose—for a crime she did not commit.
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The Murder Book
A Cold Case Investigation #2
Lissa Marie Redmond

Cold case detective Lauren Riley wakes up in the hospital certain of two things: she was stabbed and
left for dead...and the person who did it was a cop. After being brutally stabbed at her desk late one night,
Lauren Riley works her way backwards through the haze to piece together who attacked her and why. A
mysterious phone message forces her to enlist the help of a retired lieutenant to track down a witness who is
desperate not to be found. As she digs into the Buffalo Police Department's hidden past she uncovers a
terrible secret, one a fellow officer would kill to protect. Packed with suspense and featuring a detective who
"relentlessly—and with morbid humor—gets the job done" (Booklist), The Murder Book continues a series
praised by Kirkus Reviews as "an excellent police procedural combined with a psychological thriller." Praise for
A Cold Day in Hell, Book 1 of the Cold Case Investigation series: "Recommend this one to anyone who loves
courtroom dramas where lawyers tear into witnesses like pit bulls. And to anyone hot for a police procedural
where tired cops make mistakes but slowly, relentlessly—and with morbid humor—get the job done. Redmond
delivers both in one package...The real attraction here is a keyhole view into a world that turns our expectations
upside down—a world where a bullying, quasi-fascist cop can be the only one with a handle on reality. Keep
your eyes on Redmond, a retired cop who knows how to write."—Booklist "Redmond, a recently retired Buffalo
PD homicide detective, keeps everything moving nicely in this well-constructed crime novel."—Publishers
Weekly "An excellent police procedural combined with a psychological thriller."—Kirkus Reviews "A Cold Day in
Hell is a fine first novel and Lauren Riley is cool new addition to the world of PI and cop protagonists. A retired
detective, Lissa Marie Redmond gives it to the reader without the sugarcoating and lifts the veil off how the
system really works...or doesn't."—Reed Farrel Coleman, New York Times bestselling author of What You
Break "Ex-cop Lissa Redmond has a sure hand with police procedure, which should be no surprise. The joy of
A Cold Day in Hell comes from her equally sure hand with storytelling. This is a welcome new voice on the
crime scene."—SJ Rozan, bestselling author of Ghost Hero
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Skin Game
A Sin City Investigation #2
J D Allen

PI Jim Bean should walk out that door and let the Vegas bouncer do his worst. That's what an
ordinary man would do. But nobody ever accused Jim Bean of being ordinary. Private investigator Jim Bean
has worked hard to create his new identity in Vegas. He doesn't have a great life, but it's his. When his ex-
fiancée Erica Floyd walks into one of his investigations looking for her missing sister, the tragic past he wanted
to leave behind comes flooding back. Despite serious reservations, Jim agrees to search for Erica's sister.
Clues lead him to a human trafficking ring and one of Vegas's most influential mobsters. Unless Jim can face
the ghosts of his past, the anger of his present, and a new enemy out for his blood, four women will suffer a
fate worse than death. Praise for Skin Game: "With one foot in the classic PI tradition and the other in the new
age, Skin Game is no roll of the dice. J.D. Allen delivers a smart, fast-paced book that will keep the reader on
edge from start to finish."—Reed Farrel Coleman, New York Times bestselling author of What You Break
Praise for 19 Souls, Book 1 of the Sin City Investigation series: "[Allen's] plotting and pacing will keep you up
long after Proust and Henry James have rocked you to sleep. Stay tuned for a series that promises many,
many more troubled dreams."—Kirkus Reviews "Bean's inner and outer dialogue is quick, snappy, and
authentic to the profession. The pace is earnest, as leads, tips, and information eventually congeal into
answers; final pages are highly suspenseful and dramatic. 19 Souls introduces a memorable PI, grappling with
a past he's not reconciled to."—Foreword Reviews "Overall, a must read for thriller fans and perhaps the best
PI story we have read this year so far."—Mystery Tribune "19 Souls is one terrific read. With a great plot,
engaging characters, and a crackling voice, this book has everything. I dare you to put it down after you start
reading."—John Gilstrap, New York Times bestselling author "The setup is so good, and the characters so
hard to look away from...All in all, a fine thriller."—Booklist "Twisty, authentic, and constantly surprising! JD
Allen nails her debut with this top-notch thriller—it's gritty, smart and irresistible."—Hank Phillippi Ryan,
nationally bestselling author
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Chocolate a la Murder
A Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum Mystery #4
Kirsten Weiss

Maddie gets rattled by a candy-coated murder It's Wine and Chocolate Days in San Benedetto, and
paranormal museum owner Maddie Kosloski has sweet dreams about her new Magic of Chocolate exhibit. Her
latest attraction is a haunted Mexican whisk called a molinillo that rattles if someone lies. When Maddie visits
the town's new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa.
Maddie's determined to catch the killer, and she soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of artisan
chocolate. But the deception surrounding those dealings are enough to make the molinillo rattle all night. Will
Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fate a bittersweet one? Praise for the
Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum Mysteries "Weiss' many quirky ongoing characters add charm and
humor."—Kirkus Reviews "Well-drawn characters and tantalizing wine talk help balance the quirky aspects of
this paranormal mystery."—Publishers Weekly "A delightful new series."—Library Journal(starred review) "A
quirky murder mystery with plenty of small town charm."—ForeWord Reviews "Humor, hints of romance, and
twists and turns galore elevate this cozy."—Publishers Weekly "A clever combination of characters."—Kirkus
Reviews
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Death Blow
A Veranda Cruz Mystery #3
Isabella Maldonado

Homicide detective Veranda Cruz takes on the most ruthless member of the Villalobos cartel in this
fast-paced follow up to Phoenix Burning Phoenix homicide detective Veranda Cruz is on a mission. After Hector
Villalobos tried to destroy her family, Veranda vowed to take down his powerful crime family. Beautiful, shrewd,
and lethal, Daria Villalobos is on a mission of her own. Determined to be the first woman to take the reins of her
father's notorious cartel, she hatches a plot to eliminate Veranda, framing a rival to take the fall. When the
investigation blows up in Veranda's face, the hunt is on to stop the bomber. Now she must battle her
department and her personal demons as she takes on Daria. To survive her most cunning adversary yet, will
she make a pact with a killer? Praise for Death Blow, Book 3 in the Veranda Cruz Mysteries: "If you're in the
mood for a nonstop exposé of every fear you've ever had about cartel crime, Veranda Cruz is the woman to
follow."—Kirkus Reviews "Finally! A kick-ass female protagonist and an author who knows firsthand the world
she writes about. The combination makes for an explosive read that grabs you from page one and doesn't let
go."—Alex Kava, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Lost Creed "Red alert to all readers of
police procedurals with a strong thriller bent: Isabella Maldonado's Death Blow delivers non-stop action with
substance, grit and surprises."—Lisa Preston, author of The Clincher "Gritty, raw, and realistic, Isabella
Maldonado's Death Blow is the real deal."—Bruce Robert Coffin, bestselling author of the Detective Byron
mystery series "A gritty, gut wrenching, page-turning thriller featuring a woman cop bent on bringing down a
twisted cartel leader for reasons of her own. Death Blow grabs you from the first jaw dropping scene to the last
and Maldonado's stellar writing weaves it all together."—Jamie Freveletti, internationally bestselling author of
Blood Run Praise for Phoenix Burning, Book 2 in the Veranda Cruz Mysteries: "Maldonado's a writer to watch,
and she showcases her own extensive law enforcement background in this tightly plotted police procedural."—
Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) "Maldonado, a former law enforcement officer, brings her experience and
expertise to this gripping police procedural. With its gritty heroine, this action-packed mystery will attract readers
who enjoy crime novels about the war on drugs."—Library Journal "Phoenix may be burning, but Maldonado's
star is rising. Gritty and gripping."—J. A. Jance, New York Times bestselling author "Maldonado's writing
always bristles with urgency and authority."—MysteryScene Magazine "Delivers a brilliant and complicated
heroine, accented by a take-no-prisoners plot...It's spicy, smart, and entertaining, definitely worth your time."—
Steve Berry, author of The Lost Order Praise for Blood's Echo, Book 1 in the Veranda Cruz Mysteries: Winner
of the 2018 Mariposa Award for Best First Novel "A highly entertaining police procedural...Maldonado rises to
her written challenge to entertain, enthrall, and engage readers in this high-octane thriller."—Suspense
Magazine "A tense thriller with a strong sense of place and an insider's look at some of the most dangerous
work in law enforcement."—Jan Burke, New York Times bestselling author "An ex-narc leads a war against a
powerful crime family. The payoff is satisfying."—Kirkus Reviews
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Scot & Soda
A Last Ditch Mystery #2
Catriona McPherson

Scottish-born California transplant Lexy Campbell sails again when a body is found during her
houseboat Halloween party Now settled in her little houseboat, moored in the slough at the back of the Last
Ditch Motel, Lexy Campbell wants nothing more than to build her counseling business, avoid her mother's
phone calls and—who knows?—meet a nice guy. But when she throws a Halloween party for her motley crew
of motel pals, the only single man is too old for her, too wrapped up in the case of beer chilling in the slough,
and—oh, yes—too dead. The smart choice is to leave it up to the cops to identify the body and catch the killer.
Lexy and company make a different choice, and they're on the case before you could say "Tam O'Shanter,"
delving deep into the roots of this mystifying crime. Praise for Scot Free, Book 1 of the Last Ditch Mystery
Series: "[McPherson's] character-driven romp is sparked by the larger-than-life, quirky residents of the Last
Ditch Motel, putting this laugh-out-loud whodunit on a par with the early Janet Evanovich."—Library Journal
(starred review) "McPherson, a master of creepy psychological mysteries, shows an utterly different side of
herself in this zany series kickoff."—Kirkus Reviews "McPherson gives the fish-out-of-water theme a hilarious
and original spin with Lexy Campbell, a Scottish therapist who falls for and marries a sexy California dentist
who turns out to be more horndog than hero. Throw in a sweet old lady accused of blowing up her pyrotechnic
husband and a hilariously bumbling supporting cast, and you have the perfect comic caper. Lexy is my new
favorite unwitting detective and her cultural observations and mistakes are laugh-out-loud funny. Scot Free is a
little sexy and a lot funny, with a heart and a bang."—Jess Lourey, Anthony and Lefty-nominated author "The
only times I stopped turning the pages were when I was laughing so hard it took both hands just to hold the
book. McPherson is an ace plotter, a vivid, original stylist, and great company. A great beginning to a new
series."—Timothy Hallinan, author of the Junior Bender series "Everyone who knows me knows that I don't
throw the word 'hoot' around lightly. So if I were to say that Catriona McPherson's new novel was a hoot,
believe me, I would mean it. Filled with an entertaining cast of eccentric characters, Scot Free is a funny and
original mystery. Quite frankly, it's a hoot. There, I said it."—Johnny Shaw, author of Big Maria and Imperial
Valley "Scot Free is a proper cuppa Scottish mystery served under harsh California sunshine—and everyone's
a little crazy from the heat. Lexy and her Last Ditch friends are charming, weird, and laugh-out-loud funny. A
real treat."—Lori Rader-Day, Mary Higgins Clark Award-winning author of Little Pretty Things "Lexy's snide
observations about the California lifestyle can't cover up her affection for her friends, who are as warm-hearted
as they are weird. Readers will look forward to Lexy's further adventures."—Publishers Weekly "McPherson,
who has earned acclaim for her dark thrillers and Dandy Gilver period cozies, blends jaunty pacing, a comically
rendered Southern California setting, and quirky characters in this series starter. A sure bet for fans of Janet
Evanovich and Sarah Strohmeyer."—Booklist
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Foul Play on Words
A Mystery Writer's Mystery #2
Becky Clark

Between a kidnapping, a double booking, and a crew of hapless volunteers, Charlee is worried the
writing conference will go to the dogs Mystery author Charlee Russo agrees to speak at a Portland writers'
conference organized by her friend Viv Lundquist. When Viv picks her up at the airport, she frantically explains
that her daughter Hanna has been kidnapped. Unfortunately, Viv has a history of embellishing the truth and
Hanna has a history of disappearing. Charlee takes over the conference preparation so Viv can search for her
daughter, but the situation gets tense when the hotel double-books the event with a dog show. Despite it all,
Charlee is compelled to investigate after she learns shocking secrets about both Hanna and Viv. Can she find
Hanna in time, or will a plot twist lead her to a ruff ending? Praise: "So good I wanted to read it twice! It has
everything I love in a funny mystery: characters I care about, a plot that grabs me from page one, voice, and
laughs galore. Clear your day, because this laugh-out-loud comic caper mystery is a one-sitting read!"—Jess
Lourey, Anthony, Agatha, and Lefty-nominated author of the Mira James Mysteries "Clark is the queen of the
subtle misdirect and the casually dropped clue. I gave myself a resounding 'I could have had a V-8' head slap
when I reached the end and realized she'd given me everything I needed to solve the mystery without me ever
knowing it!"—Kristi Abbott, author of the Popcorn Shop Mysteries "The backdrop for Clark's witty, engaging
mystery is a writers' conference where everything that can go wrong does so, in a hilarious way. You'll both
sympathize and laugh along with heroine Charlemagne 'Charlee' Russo as she balances saving the conference
from total disaster with the dangerous task of rescuing the kidnapped daughter of a close friend."—Ellen Byron,
Lefty-nominated author of the Cajun Country Mysteries "Another winning entry in this wonderful series, Foul
Play on Words is a clever, compelling mystery. The intriguing plot will pull you in immediately, and the engaging
sleuth with quips at the ready will keep you laughing all the way through. A must-read for fans of humorous
cozies!"—Cynthia Kuhn, author of the Agatha Award-winning Lila Maclean Academic Mysteries "Foul Play on
Words is irresistible. A perfect combination of comedy and suspense. Mystery writer Charlee Russo narrows
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With a Kiss I Die
A Theater Cop Mystery #2
J A Hennrikus

Will the kiss of death claim Romeo and Juliet—and Sully—before opening night? When retired cop Edwina
"Sully" Sullivan learns that a production of Romeo and Juliet—which Cliffside Theater's Dimitri Traietti left town
to direct—is in serious trouble, she sets aside her grant applications and heads to Boston to help. Between
managing Dimitri, consulting with costume and set designers, and schmoozing with potential funders, Sully puts
on nearly every hat in the biz. But the one hat she doesn't expect to wear is that of her old job as a cop. When
a socialite is murdered in Boston Garden, Sully's ex-husband becomes the prime suspect. So she dusts off her
investigative skills and once again steps into the spotlight of crime solving.
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Charity's Burden
A Quaker Midwife Mystery #4
Edith Maxwell

Quaker midwife Rose Carroll seeks the true cause of a young mother's death The winter of 1889 is
harsh in Amesbury, Massachusetts, but it doesn't stop Quaker midwife Rose Carroll from making the rounds to
her pregnant and postpartum mothers. When Charity Skells dies from an apparent early miscarriage, Rose
wonders about the symptoms that don't match the diagnosis. She learns that Charity's husband may be up to
no good with a young woman whose mother appears to offer illegal abortions. A disgraced physician in town
does the same, and Charity's cousin seems to have a nefarious agenda. With several suspects emerging, each
with their own possible motives, Rose and police detective Kevin Donovan race against time to solve the case
before another innocent life is taken. Praise for the Quaker Midwife Mysteries: "Engaging."—Publishers Weekly
"First of hopefully many more to come, I believe that everyone will definitely enjoy this stand-out book."—
Suspense Magazine "Rose Carroll is a richly crafted and appealing sleuth. A terrific historical read."—Rhys
Bowen, New York Times bestselling author "The historical setting is redolent and delicious, the townspeople
engaging, and the plot a proper puzzle, but it's Rose Carroll—midwife, Quaker, sleuth—who captivates in this
irresistible series debut."—Catriona McPherson, award-winning author of the Dandy Gilver series "Maxwell
introduces a fascinating new heroine with her Quaker midwife Rose Carroll."—Victoria Thompson, bestselling
author of Murder on St. Nicolas Ave "[Rose's] strong personality combined with the author's distinctive voice
and vivid writing style transported me instantly to another time and place."—Kathy Lynn Emerson, Malice
Domestic 2014 Guest of Honor and author of How to Write Killer Historical Mysteries, Murder in the Queen's
Wardrobe, and the Diana Spaulding 1888 Mysteries "A riveting historical mystery featuring a refreshingly
different kind of heroine, a Quaker midwife who also solves crimes with wit, intelligence, and gentle grace. It's a
page turner. It's a fascinating look at nineteenth-century American faith, culture, and small-town life. And best of
all, it's the second of what is sure to be a long and beloved series."—William Martin, New York Times
bestselling author of Cape Cod and The Lincoln Letter "An intriguing look at life in 19th-century New England, a
heroine whose goodness guides all her decisions, and a mystery that surprises."—Kirkus Reviews
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